Semiconductor devices continue to press into the nanoscale regime, and new applications have been proposed for which a single dopant atom acts as the functional part of the device 1-3 . Moreover, because shallow donors and acceptors are analogous to hydrogen atoms, experiments on small numbers of dopants have the potential to be a testing ground for fundamental questions of atomic and molecular physics 4,5 . Although dopant properties are well understood with respect to the bulk, the study of configurations of dopants in small numbers is an emerging field 6,7 . Here we present local capacitance measurements of electrons entering silicon donors in a gallium arsenide heterostructure. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first example of single-electron capacitance spectroscopy carried out directly with a scanning probe tip 8 . The precise position with respect to tip voltage of the observed single-electron peaks varies with the location of the probe, reflecting a random distribution of silicon within the donor plane. In addition, three broad capacitance peaks are observed independent of the probe location, indicating clusters of electrons entering the system at approximately the same voltages. These broad peaks are consistent with the addition energy spectrum of donor molecules, effectively formed by nearest-neighbour pairs of silicon donors.
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H z (ref. 13) . For the capacitance spectroscopy measurements reported here, the tip's position is fixed (that is, not scanned) at a distance of ∼1 nm from the sample surface. We then monitor the tip's a.c. charge q tip in response to an a.c. excitation voltage V exc applied to an underlying electrode, as a function of d.c. bias voltage V tip . As detailed in the Methods section, if the quantum system below the tip can accommodate additional charge, the excitation voltage causes it to resonate between the system and the underlying electrode-giving rise to an enhanced capacitance, C ≡ q tip /V exc .
The first observations of donor-layer capacitance peaks acquired with our method probed a gallium arsenide heterostructure sample grown by molecular beam epitaxy, for which the donor layer was bulk-doped with Si at a density of 10 24 m −3 . To achieve better characterized results that would be more conducive to analysis, we used a GaAs [001] heterostructure sample that contains a high-mobility 2D electron layer, which serves as an ideal base electrode for the measurement. The donor plane consists of delta-doped Si of areal density 1.25 × 10 16 m −2 within an Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As layer. Samples from this wafer were used for all measurements reported here, with the sample and tip immersed in liquid helium-3 at a temperature of 290 mK. The conduction band profile is shown in Fig. 1b . Figure 1c shows an example of the energy landscape of the Si donor layer. Figure 2a shows a representative capacitance curve; the measurements consistently showed three broad peaks in the vicinity of 0.5-0.9 V, labelled A, B and C. Supplementary Information, Fig. S1 shows the behaviour over a larger voltage range and details of the phase of the signal are given in Supplementary Information, Fig. S2 . To help explain the physical origin of the broad peaks, we first examine the fine-structure peaks, as shown in Fig. 2b . The two curves in the figure were acquired under identical conditions but with a time delay of nine hours. We see that most, but not all, of the peaks are reproduced. Figure 2c shows three curves acquired at the voltage marked by the red arrow in Fig. 2b , with the average shown to the right. The data are consistent in magnitude and peak shape with the resonance expected for single-electron tunnelling 14 . Supplementary Information, Fig. S3a shows more details of the comparison between fine-structure peaks and the single-electron curve. Figure 2d is similar to Fig. 2a , except that here we show the average capacitance curve obtained by averaging measurements acquired at three different locations. For comparison, the curve is superposed with a capacitance curve acquired with a micrometresize gate in place of the tip; we see that the gated data show only a step feature.
Given that the fine-structure peaks are consistent with individual electrons entering the donor layer, a natural explanation for the broader peaks, A, B, and C, is that they are formed by clusters of several electrons entering at nearly the same energy. If we convert capacitance to charge units, we find that peaks A and B each correspond to about 15 electrons entering the donor Figure 1 Capacitance-based scanning-probe technique to detect donor charging. a, A schematic diagram of the key layers in the gallium arsenide [001] heterostructure sample and the measurement technique. An excitation voltage can cause charge to resonate between the Si donor layer and a two-dimensional (2D) layer, which represents an ideal base electrode. This results in image charge appearing on a sharp conducting PtIr tip. A cryogenic transistor attached directly to the tip is used to measure the charging. The donor layer consists of silicon atoms confined to a plane with respect to the z direction, but randomly positioned with respect to the x-y direction with an average density of 1.25 × 10 16 m −2 . At zero applied voltage, at least 90% of the Si atoms are ionized (that is, have donated an electron), as discussed in Supplementary  Information, Fig. S1 . Magnetocapacitance measurements conducted in the kilohertz frequency range indicate negligible donor-layer conductivity for identical samples cut from the same wafer. b, A more detailed conduction-band diagram of the sample. The excitation voltage is applied to a degenerately doped substrate that acts as a metallic electrode. Above this is the 2D electron layer. It is separated from the metallic substrate by a superlattice tunnelling barrier; the tunnelling rate into the 2D layer is an order of magnitude greater than the 20 kHz excitation frequency we used. Hence for this experiment, the 2D layer can be regarded as being in ohmic contact with the substrate. c, A schematic diagram of the area probed by the technique, with Si donors represented as hydrogenic potentials. For our experimental geometry, the radius of the area over which we are probing is set mostly by the tip-donor-layer separation, which is approximately 60 nm (refs 25,26) . Within this area, on average we expect 140 donors.
system; peak C is larger. What physics could gives rise to the broad resonances? It is possible that dense groupings of the donors result in electron puddles, acting as small quantum dots 15 . In this scenario, an ensemble of puddles with similar addition energy spectra could explain the peaks. However, given that the positions of the donors are random, as shown schematically in Fig. 1c , it seems unlikely that 15 such puddles would form within a radius of only 60 nm with sufficiently similar characteristics. Considering the opposite limit, a candidate for identical quantum objects is single silicon donors. However, according to Lieb's theorem, the maximum negative ionization for a molecule with K ions is Z + K − 1, where Z is the total nuclear charge of the ions 5 . For a single donor this gives unity, corresponding to the H − system. That would give only two peaks in a capacitance measurement, which is inconsistent with our observations (neglecting for the moment the perturbation of the tip). However, if we consider closely spaced Si donors effectively forming two-donor molecules (2DMs), then K = 2 and Z = 2, giving Z + K − 1 = 3, which would comfortably allow up to five peaks.
To develop a model for a theoretical addition spectrum of 2DMs, our approach is to use the configuration-interaction method in the context of the effective mass theory 4, [16] [17] [18] To investigate the structure in detail, here we used a smaller excitation amplitude of 3.8 mV r.m.s. Two curves are shown, which were acquired under identical conditions, but with a time delay of nine hours. Much of the fine structure is reproduced, with asterisks marking missing or shifted peaks. These changes probably reflect long-timescale charging and discharging of DX centres 18 . c, Three curves acquired near the voltage marked by the red arrow in b (same location) with an excitation voltage of 3.8 mV. The vertical scale has been converted to charge units, q tip . The plot to the right shows the average of the three measured curves, compared with a model curve which shows the semi-elliptical peak shape expected for single-electron tunnelling 14 ; see Supplementary Information, Fig. S3a for a more detailed description. d, Capacitance measured with our local probe superposed with a curve acquired with a micrometre-size gate in place of the tip. To show clearly the characteristic structure of the broad peaks, here the probe measurement is the average of data acquired at three different locations. The averaging reduces the amplitude of the fine-structure peaks, which shift in voltage in a random way at different locations. For both curves, the excitation voltage amplitude was V exc = 15 mV r.m.s.; the voltage scales are plotted relative to the effective zero voltage, compensating for the contact potentials between the materials. The curves have different voltage ranges and the vertical scale of the probe measurement is exaggerated greatly relative to the gated measurement, consistent with differences in the probed area and with distinct lever-arm parameters for the two measurements (see the Methods section). The gated measurement effectively provides a background curve, as discussed in Supplementary Information, Figs S1 and S2.
Before introducing the full model, we consider the likelihood of finding donors in our sample spaced at a distance equal to or less than an effective Bohr radius. For simplicity, here we assume that the donors are confined to a perfect plane with respect to the z direction and distributed randomly with respect to x and y. In reality, the donors have a distribution in the z direction of roughly a * 0 ; however, the simplification does not have a large impact on our analysis, as discussed in the Methods Supplementary Information, Fig. S3c . b, Schematic representation of the full modelling procedure. We start from a random ensemble of donors and group them into nearest-neighbour pairs to form molecules k. The addition energies shown in a are used to assign the isolated addition energy of each molecule, ε k 1 , ε k 2 and so on. Last, the model includes the Coulomb energy shift from all non-nearest neighbours; we account for the fact that this shift will be different for successive electrons owing to changes in the screening charge of non-nearest-neighbour donors, as described in the Methods section. c, Comparison between representative measured data acquired at a single tip position (black) and representative modelled data (red); the modelled curves were calculated based on two different random configurations of donors, labelled config. (i) and config. (ii). To enable a direct comparison, we subtract the background capacitance from the measurements and plot the voltage in units of effective Rydbergs (scale factor α tip /8.1 × 10 −3 V/Ry * ). The effective voltage increment for both the measured and modelled curves is approximately 0.2 Ry * . We see that the model predicts distinct broad peaks corresponding to the average electron addition spectra of the 2DMs; these peaks are reasonably qualitatively consistent with the observed peaks A, B and C. In contrast, the smaller fine-structure peaks, which correspond to individual charges entering the system, are different for different random configurations of the donors. d, Comparison between measured and modelled data averaged over multiple locations/configurations. The measured curve is the average of three locations (the same data as shown in Fig. 2d) . The model curve is the average of hundreds of random ensembles, as described in the Methods section. Similarly to part c, we have subtracted the background capacitance from the measurements and plotted the voltage in units of effective Rydbergs. Moreover, here we show both the measured and modelled curves with the same vertical scale of electrons per Ry * . Although the match between experiment and theory is not exact, the overall agreement suggests that the donor-molecule model captures the correct physics. The dotted red curve addresses the discrepancy with regard to peak A, for which the predicted peak is significantly broader than the measurement; here we have reduced the broadening in the calculation by positioning the 2D layer 8 nm closer to the donor layer. In reality, reduced broadening may arise from increased screening in the donor layer.
section. The planar density of 1.25 × 10 16 m −2 implies an average spacing of 8.9 nm, which is comparable to a * 0 . So we expect many donors will have a nearest neighbour sufficiently close to form a 2DM. This fraction must be balanced against the fraction of donors that will have more than one nearby neighbour, as these will have qualitatively different addition spectra. Supplementary  Information, Fig. S3b shows the statistical distributions of nearest-neighbour distances. By integrating over the appropriate distribution, we find that 38% of the donors are expected to have zero or one nearest neighbour within a * 0 . This is the relevant percentage for our 2DM model. Considering that the tip detects the charging of approximately 140 donors within the probed area, we expect on average to probe 0.38 × 140/2 ≈ 26 2DMs. Similarly, we expect on average to probe 12 three-donor molecules (3DMs), six four-donor molecules and still smaller numbers of larger clusters. Figure 3a shows the configuration-interaction calculations of the 2DM addition energies for all bound electrons as a function LETTERS of separation d. The calculations include an image charge to approximate the potential applied by the tip, which tends to increase the electron confinement within the molecule. We see that each molecule can accommodate four electrons. This is not surprising given that an isolated H atom, and a single Si donor, can accommodate two electrons. However, over the range of separations shown in Fig. 3a , without including the approximate tip potential, the calculations predict that each 2DM would hold only two electrons (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S3c ). Supplementary Information, Fig. S3d shows more details of the tip confinement potential. Figure 3b shows schematically the full model we have developed. For simplicity, we assume a parallel-plate interaction between the tip and donor layer. As discussed in detail in Supplementary Information, Fig. S4 , this simplification neglects a source of energy broadening that is significant, but less than other sources of broadening included explicitly in the model. The model considers a two-dimensional area of π(60 nm) 2 with a fixed number of donors (labelled i in Fig. 3b ) positioned randomly within the area. We then find the nearest neighbour for each donor to form a set of 2DMs (labelled k), each of which has assigned to it an addition spectrum ε k 1,2,3,4 based on the separation of the two atoms, as given by the configuration-interaction calculations (Fig. 3a) . We account for the effects of non-nearest neighbours i by adding the Coulomb energy U k i due to all the other donors to every quantum level. The variation of this energy (each 2DM has a different configuration of neighbours) is the main source of broadening of the addition spectrum peaks. Last, the model includes the screening effect of the nearby 2D layer in our sample by using appropriately positioned image charges. The Methods section includes more details of the modelling procedure and a discussion of the contribution of 3DMs. Figure 3c shows a representative measured capacitance curve and curves calculated with the full 2DM model. The measured curve was acquired at a single location; similarly, the modelled curves are two examples of individual random configurations of dopants within the simulated area. Figure 3d compares a measured curve which is the average of three locations with a model curve obtained by averaging over many random configurations of donors. Understanding the detailed shape of each broad peak that results from this calculation is subtle, stemming from the fact that the ionization of the system changes during the measurement; that is, the donors become neutralized as charge is added to the layer. The modelling shows that the resulting peak width is roughly 1 Ry * . To directly compare measurement with theory, the background step feature has been subtracted from the measured data, which are shown in units of effective Rydbergs and shifted horizontally so that peak C is at zero. This is consistent with peak C lying near zero effective Rydbergs, the energy above which the electrons are unbound. No other free parameters were used in the comparison.
We see that the charge magnitude and relative energy spacing of the model peaks are in good agreement with the measurements, with peaks A and B corresponding to the average addition energies of the first and second electron ε 1,2 as indicated; the model predicts that the third and fourth electron peaks ε 3,4 will be unresolved, consistent with peak C. Hence, we believe that the 2DM model captures the key physics of the system. However, the model does not account for all of the features in the data, in particular the smaller peaks indicated by the coloured arrows in Fig. 3d . With regard to the peak near −7 Ry * , indicated by the left-hand brown arrow, the energy and magnitude are approximately consistent with the expected first-electron peak for 3DMs; as discussed in the Methods section, a rough estimate gives −9 Ry * and 3.5 e/Ry * for the energy and magnitude of this peak. No other 3DM peaks are as prominent in the measured data, probably owing to the overlap between the Figure 4 Capacitance measured in a magnetic field. The two curves were acquired at the same (single) location as the data shown in Fig. 3c , with the indicated magnetic field applied perpendicular to the donor plane. They are shown without subtracting the background capacitance; the grey lines serve as guides to the eye. The observed shift to lower energy of peaks A and B is consistent with the expected behaviour of strongly localized states, whereas peak C clearly splits into two peaks. This behaviour is generally consistent with the donor-molecule interpretation of the resonances. We have found that a small magnetic response of our piezoelectric scanning assembly shifts the position of the tip laterally on the scale of tens of nanometres. For this reason we are not probing exactly the same set of donors as the magnetic field increases. The curves were acquired with an excitation voltage amplitude of V exc = 15 mV r.m.s.
3DM and 2DM spectra. We believe that some of the measured structure between −6 Ry * and 0 Ry * , such as the small peak near −5 Ry * (right-hand brown arrow), arises from 3DMs. Small peaks also occur at positive energy, indicated by the purple arrows in Fig. 3d . In this case, we speculate that the peaks arise from the interplay between the tip potential and donor-molecule resonant states (that is, virtual bound states). Figure 4 shows data acquired both in zero magnetic field and with 4.5 T applied in the z direction. We see that peaks A and B shift to lower energy by about −1 Ry * , whereas peak C shifts by only a small amount-but splits into two peaks. This same behaviour has been observed at three sample locations. To the best of our knowledge, no complete theory exists for the addition spectrum of hydrogenic molecules subject to a perpendicular magnetic field. However, we can compare our observation with the well-established behaviour of isolated atoms in magnetic field, such as isolated silicon donors in GaAs (refs 20-22) . In the context of the donor-molecule interpretation of our data, the observed −1 Ry * shift of peaks A and B is consistent with the isolated Si studies in that it is similar to the behaviour of the one-electron (D 0 ) and two-electron (D − ) states. Physically, the dominant effect of the magnetic field is that it squeezes the ground state orbit closer to the positive ion(s), thus lowering the energy. This effect is expected to be reduced for less localized states such as peak C. Although there is no theory that predicts the details of the splitting of peak C, it is certainly consistent with our interpretation that it consists of two unresolved states at zero field.
METHODS
For the local probe measurements, we begin each data run by scanning the tip in both tunnelling and capacitance modes to check that the surface is sufficiently clean and free from major electronic defects 13 . To acquire the capacitance curves, we position the tip about 1 nm from the GaAs surface and LETTERS hold it at a fixed location while sweeping the tip voltage. The peaks seen in the charging signal show little lagging-phase structure and can be considered as essentially a change in capacitance; in contrast, the background plateau structure shows a significant phase shift as large as π/8. These observations are detailed in Supplementary Information, Fig. S2 , which also presents an equivalent circuit for the measurement. Our sensor circuit includes a bridge that enables us to subtract the background mutual capacitance of the tip and sample, ∼20 fF. Hence our plotted signal represents the change in capacitance as a function of voltage. All voltages are plotted with respect to the effective zero voltage. This is the voltage for which no electric field terminates on the top electrode (gate or tip); it is shifted from the applied voltage by an amount equal to the contact potential, V contact . For the PtIr tip used in the local probe measurements, V contact = 0.60 V, as determined from in situ Kelvin probe measurements 12 . For the gated capacitance data, the observed shift in the curves implies V contact = 0.12 V; this value agrees reasonably well with the reported work functions of Ti and Au, in comparison to Pt and Ir (ref. 23) .
In general, single electrons can be resolved by capacitance techniques at helium temperatures if the energy spacing to add successive electrons is on the millivolt scale or greater. As described in detail in ref. 24 , by measuring the capacitance C, we can detect charges entering the quantum system below the probe. We define the addition energy ε n as the energy for which the nth electron enters the system. As V tip increases from zero, the energy of an electron at the layer decreases as −α tip eV tip , where α tip is the geometry-dependent proportionality constant, sometimes referred to as the voltage lever arm. In other words, electrons in the underlying 2D electrode are pulled toward the donor layer. The first electron will enter when the chemical potential is equal to the ground-state energy of the one-electron quantum state, ε 1 = E(1). As V tip increases further, the second electron will be induced to enter when the chemical potential is equal to the energy difference between two-electron and one-electron ground states, ε 2 = E(2) − E (1) . In general, ε n = E(n) − E(n − 1), where we define E(0) ≡ 0. The capacitance C is given by C ≡ dq/dV ∝ ∂ n /∂µ, where dq corresponds to the tip charge, dV corresponds to the excitation voltage, µ is the chemical potential and n is the expectation value for the number of electrons in the system. For our experiment, there are two lever-arm parameters. For the gated measurement shown in Fig. 2d , the parallel-plate geometry and sample growth parameters give a proportionality constant of 1/4.0 with respect to the donor layer. For the local probe measurements, the relative scale factor between the two voltage ranges used in Fig. 2d implies an effective lever arm of α tip = 1/10.8. This is a reasonable value, consistent with the expected tip-sample mutual capacitance [25] [26] [27] . With regard to our donor-molecule model, we consider a two-dimensional area with donors i positioned randomly. Each donor is paired with its nearest neighbour to form molecule k and an addition spectrum ε k 1,2,3,4 is assigned to it, based on the separation of the two atoms, as given by the configurationinteraction calculations (Fig. 3a) . For a small fraction of donors, ambiguous cases can arise, such as equidistant nearest neighbours. In these cases the assignment of pairs is arbitrary. As discussed above, our model should apply to only about 38% of the donors, or roughly one-third. We account for this in a simple way: instead of considering 140 donors, the nominal number in the probed area of π(60 nm) 2 , the model considers only 140/3 ≈ 46. To accurately simulate the capacitance measurement, we must consider that the ionization of the system changes throughout the measurement, as shown schematically in Fig. 3b . For example, for the first electron to enter the area, we assume all the donors are ionized. Hence we calculate the Coulomb shifts for each pair k, i U k i , using a charge of +e for all donors. In this case, the pair that has the lowest energy ε k 1 + i U k i receives the electron, filling its first state and thus contributing to the capacitance at this energy. For all subsequent electron additions to other pairs, we must consider that this particular pair no longer has two fully ionized atoms. In other words, for the second electron, which would probably enter some other pair, the Coulomb shifts will be slightly reduced owing to the previous charge that has already entered the system and partially neutralized one pair of atoms. For simplicity, our modelling routine assumes perfect screening: every time an electron enters a 2DM, we add −e/2 to each atom of the pair. On average, the Coulomb shifts result in a broadening of the addition resonances ∼ 1 Ry * .
The modelling method accounts for isolated donors in an approximate way. For example, suppose the nearest neighbour of a particular donor is 10a * 0 ; the routine will still pair the donors and assign an addition spectrum. However, the addition spectrum of two donors with such a large separation is approximately equal to the addition spectrum of isolated donors. This can be seen in Supplementary Information, Fig. S3c (which neglects the tip potential) : at large separation E(1) tends to −1.0 Ry, whereas E(2) tends to −2.0 Ry. Therefore both ε 1 = E(1) and ε 2 = E(2) − E (1) are approximately equal to −1.0 Ry for very large separations. This corresponds to two electrons entering the 'molecule' at the same energy, equal to that of the isolated ion.
The model assumes that the dopants are perfectly confined to a plane, thus neglecting the effects of Si migration during molecular-beam epitaxial growth 28 . For our sample, the z distribution of the Si is expected to have a half-width at half-maximum of 6 nm, comparable to the effective Bohr radius 29 . The most significant consequence of neglecting this effect is that the model underestimates the nearest-neighbour distances d by roughly a * 0 . However, as can be seen in Fig. 3a , a change in d of a * 0 results in a variation of addition energies of less than 1 Ry * . Hence this contribution to the energy broadening is less than the Coulomb-shift broadening effect of the non-nearest neighbours, which is included in the model.
We have used our donor molecule model to generate examples of capacitance curves corresponding to single locations, as shown in Fig. 3c , and to generate the average characteristic structure by repeating the procedure for hundreds of random ensembles and averaging the results, as shown in Fig. 3d . We see that, on average, the model predicts three peaks, which correspond reasonably well to peaks A, B and C. The reason the model gives only three peaks despite the fact that there are four electrons per molecule is simple: ε 3 and ε 4 are separated by roughly 0.5 Ry; hence, they are not resolvable as individual peaks. The reason the peaks have distinct shapes is more subtle, arising from the ionization effects described above. For example, for the second electron additions ε 2 , on average there are fewer ionized charges in the donor layer than for the first electron additions ε 1 . Therefore the overall Coulomb shift is reduced for the second electrons, which form peak B, as well as the broadening effect due to the randomness in the donor positions. For this reason the model predicts that, on average, peak B will be sharper than peak A. The shape of peak C is also broadened by the proximity of ε 3 and ε 4 .
The model does not account for clusters of three or more donors. Among these larger clusters, the contribution of three-donor molecules should be most prominent; as discussed above, on average 12 3DM should be present in the probed area, compared to 26 2DMs (and only six four-donor molecules). Although we have not developed a simulation to account for 3DMs, we can use the results of the 2DM model as a rough guide for the behaviour of the 3DM first electron additions. For both 2DMs and 3DMs, the first electron addition ε 1 can be estimated using the expression ε 1 = −Z 2 , where Z is the nuclear charge of the ions and the units of energy are Ry * ; this is exact in the limit of zero separation of the ions within the molecule, in which case we have a hydrogenic potential (and no electron-electron interactions to consider as this is the first electron). The expression gives ε 2DM 1 = −2 2 = −4 Ry * , in surprisingly good agreement with the average first-electron peak calculated by the full 2DM model, as shown in Fig. 3d . The agreement results from an approximate cancellation of three effects: on average the two molecules are separated by 1.2a * 0 , which tends to increase ε 1 ; however, the Coulomb shift from non-nearest neighbours and the tip potential tend to decrease ε 1 . These results imply that we should expect, on average, ε 3DM 1 ≈ −3 2 = −9 Ry * . With regard to the magnitude of the 3DM first-electron peak, we expect it to scale approximately with the number of molecules. Figure 3d shows the calculated magnitude of the 2DM peak to be 7.5 e/Ry * ; hence, we expect the first 3DM peak to be ∼(12/26)7.5 e/Ry * = 3.5 e/Ry * .
